AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

Call
for
NO M I N A T I O N S

T

he selection committees for these prizes request nominations
for consideration for the 2015 awards, which will be presented at
the Joint Mathematics Meetings in San Antonio, TX in
January 2015. Information about these prizes may be found
in the November 2013 issue of the Notices, pp. 1364-1386, and at
www.ams.org/profession/prizes-awards/prizes.

GEORGE DAVID BIRKHOFF PRIZE
The George David Birkhoff Prize is awarded jointly by the AMS and
SIAM for an outstanding contribution to applied mathematics in its
highest sense. The award was first made in 1968 and now is presented
every third year.

RUTH LYTTLE SATTER PRIZE
The Ruth Lyttle Satter Prize is presented every two years in recognition
of an outstanding contribution to mathematics research by a woman in
the previous six years.

FRANK NELSON COLE PRIZE IN ALGEBRA
The Cole Prize in Algebra, which recognizes a notable paper in algebra
published during the preceding six years, is awarded every three years.
To be eligible, papers must be either authored by an AMS member or
published in a recognized North American journal.

LEVI L. CONANT PRIZE
The Levi L. Conant Prize is presented annually for an outstanding expository paper published in either the Notices or the Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society during the preceding five years.

ALBERT LEON WHITEMAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
The Albert Leon Whiteman Memorial Prize now is awarded every third
year, for notable exposition on the history of mathematics. The ideas
expressed and understandings embodied in that exposition should
reflect exceptional mathematical scholarship.

Nominations with supporting information should be submitted using the online form available here: www.ams.org/profession/prizes-awards/nominations.
Include a short description of the work that is the basis of the nominations, including complete bibliographic citations. A brief curriculum vitae for the
nominee should be included. Those who prefer to submit by postal mail may send nominations to AMS Secretary, Carla Savage, Box 8206, Computer
Science Department, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8206. The nominations will be forwarded
by the secretary to the appropriate prize selection committee, which will make final decisions on the awarding of
these prizes.
Deadline for nominations is June 30, 2014.

